
Grab the handout on the 
back table 

REMINDER: MUST bring 
ID tomorrow 
Student ID
Permit/License 



LAST MINUTE TIPS 



You’ve got this! 



Don’t Skim  Read the entire question
Read all answer choices
Analyze image/map/chart before looking at 
question
Skip questions you don’t know – come back 
at end
Eliminate choice to 2 of 5 questions 



Identify & Define = A

Describe & Compare/Contrast = AE

Explain = ACE



Look at ALL 3 FRQ’s  answer ones you 
know first
Label your answers  A, B, C, etc. 
Correctly identify the task verbs (describe, 
explain, etc.)
USE ACE = ACE YOUR AP EXAM



 Unit 1 – 7 Review Guides (HIGHLY RECOMMEND)

 Unit 1 – 7 Practice Blooket (HIGHLY RECOMMEND)

 Ultimate Review Video (HIGHLY RECOMMEND)

 Review Videos on all topics

 Quizlet for Vocabulary

 Jeopardy

 Refer to Mock Exams  this will highlight what topics you need to study

CLASS WEBSITE: www.saintcloudaphuman.weebly.com



A. Identify  TWO characteristics of 
a state

B. Explain the difference between 
a state and a nation

C. Explain the role that 
imperialism played in creating 
the borders of modern Africa

D. Identify a country in Africa that 
had a civil war after 1945, and 
explain ONE centrifugal force 
that caused the conflict (2 
Points)



States are the same as countries
Defined Boundary
Contains a permanent population
Maintains sovereignty over its domestic and 
international affairs
Recognized by other states

Verb Task  Identify

ACE  Answer



B. States have sovereignty over their borders and are 
recognized by other states. For example, the United States 
would be an example of a state because it does not face any 
threat from military invasion Mexico.
Nations are  shared beliefs, values, and cultural traditions 
that unify a group of people. An example of a nation is being 
part of Bulldog Nation at Saint Cloud High School because 
we are unified by our  hatred for Harmony and how terrible 
they are in everything. Verb Task  Explain

ACE  Answer & Cite 
& Explain



Imperialism gave the decision making power to European 
countries because they held more political power. For 
example, in the late 1800’s Europeans powers, such as 
England and France, gathered at the Berlin Conference. At 
the conference, which no Africans were invited, the 
continent of Africa was divided among natural resources, 
which were exploited) and created geometric borders. At 
no point were cultural or ethnic factors were taken into 
consideration. This explains why so much instability can 
be found there today.

Verb Task  Explain                            ACE  Answer & Cite & Explain



Rwanda had a civil war in the 1994 that was based on 
centrifugal forces. For example, the Rwandan civil 
war/genocide was between the Hutu and Tutsi. This 
conflict was based on two dividing ethnic groups. The 
Tutsi were the ethnic minority put in power by the 
Belgium and were in power of most of the government. 
The unequal balance of power upset the Hutus and would 
eventually spark the conflict.

Verb Task  Explain

ACE  Answer & Cite & Explain



Go to blooket.it
Enter Code
Be sure to put first name & last initial 



Ethnic or cultural groups that desire  to become a 
country but are not recognized as a state. For 
example, the Kurds.

Verb Task  Define

ACE  Answer & Cite



Multistate nations exist when a nation extends 
across multiple countries (states). For 
example, Korean is a nation and can be found 
in two states (North and South Korea).

Verb Task  Describe

ACE  Answer & Cite


